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Introduction

Effective population size is a central parameter in population and
quantitative genetics

Definition: The effective size of a given real population is the size of a 
hypothetical ideal population that displays the same characteristics (e.g. 
inbreeding rate, drift variance, linkage disequilibrium structure) as the real 
population.

Where does play a role? E.g. for ...

Development of inbreeding in a closed population

Definition of conservation priorities

Accuracy of genomic breeding values ,
	

(Goddard et al. 2011)
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Introduction

Methods to 
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Estimating in a contemporary sample from LD

Sved (1971) 

where
r2 is the correlation between gametic states at the two loci
c is the distance of loci in Morgan
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correction for sample size n
(according to Bishop et al. 1975) 
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of Holstein cattle (Qanbari et al., 2009)
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A closer look at Sved‘s (1971) derivation

Sved‘s recursion formula

development of from generation to 1	
between two loci that are Morgan apart
in a closed ideal population of size
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No mathematically valid derivation for this recursion
formula exists.

From John Sved‘s homepage: „This was all 
introduced in a very messy way, and was not 
understood by anyone, evidently including myself.“

Simulation results indicate that the formula works
reasonably well
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But: the exact recursion depends on allele frequencies

An obvious question: How does the allele frequency spectrum
affect the estimates of ?

YRI CEU
Yoruba in Ibadan, Western/Northern 

Nigeria Europeans from Utah

# of trios 30 30

# of SNPs < 200 kb apart       2.86 x 106 2.56 x 106

# of LD values 702 x 106 563 x 106

Data: human Hapmap data (release #27), 22 autosomes
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YRI CEU
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YRI CEU

Minor allele frequency distribution in sequence data

original MAF distribution: 10‘000 SNPs sampled at random
uniform MAF distribution: 1‘000 SNPs sampled at random in each of 10 bins

(0.00 – 0.05; 0.05 – 0.10; ... ; 0.45 – 0.50)

In both populations, 100 replicates, results shown for chromosome 22 only
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YRI

Estimated from different SNP sets

12‘100

9‘000

34%

original MAF distribution imposed uniform MAF distribution
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Effective population size 	is a relevant parameter in  
many areas of population and conservation genetics

With high density SNP genotypes can be estimated from 
pairwise LD for different time points in the past

The underlying recursion formula suggested by Sved (1971) 
is largely heuristic and lacks a sound mathematical 
justification, but empirically seems to work reasonably well 

Sved’s approach is sensitive to the allele frequency 
spectrum

When using a SNP chip with an imposed uniform MAF
distribution, historic may be underestimated by ~ 30%

More methodological research on estimation of from LD 
is needed

Summary and Conclusions



Thank you


